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Abstract: The basic properties of superheated superconducting granules (SSG) detectors are reviewed. 
Recent results are presented and discussed. 

Granule samples of different sizes (10;im < $ < 400 pm) and impurity content 
(6x 10" 8 Q.cm < p , residual < 10" 6 fi.cm) exhibit encouraging sensitivity to low energy 0 
and y sources (down to " F e 6 keV y's). All tests were performed with real-time read-out 
electronics, detecting single granule flips under the action of individual particles. Sensitivity is 
shown to depend on normal state resistivity. Irradiation of very large tin granules 
(45 (im < <t> < 400 fim) with a particles ( ' "Am, E = 5.S MeV) shows evidence for local 
heating, where the observed energy threshold is far below the one predicted by equilibrium 
thermodynamical calculations. 

Tests made at lower temperatures (T > 450 mK) show the absence of avalanche effect 
(seen by other authors in different conditions) for several samples of tin granules. A 
theoretical discussion of the avalanche effect is presented. The understanding of the role of 
heat exchanges in the composite medium leads to the concept of localized micro-avalanche' 
and opens the way to drastic improvements of SSG performance for particle detection. Such a 
phenomenon should be obtained by a better thermal matching between dielectric and granules, 
working at temperatures where the released latent heat is slightly positive. Estimates of the 
behavior of the detector at very low T are also given, where a thin layer of normal electrons 
near the surface is shown to contribute to the heat capacity of a superheated granule. 

We discuss the main points to be studied in the near future, and give a brief evaluation of 
the present status of feasibility investigation for several proposed experiments (solar neutrinos, 
monopoles, dark matter, double P,...). An updated working program for SSG development is 
proposed. 
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2 Superheated Superconducting Granules Detectors 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a superconductive material, the interface energy between superconducting and normal zones at H 0 

(applied magnetic field) = H c (thermodynamical critical field) is positive for K (Ginzburg-Landau 

parameter) < 1/̂ /2 [1]. Materials satisfying this condition are called type I superconductors, and ex

hibit metastable phases. Such states (superheating and supercooling) are known experimentally since 

more than thirty years [2]. Supercooling occurs when a superconductive sample remains normal for 

HJJ. (supercooled critical field) < H 0 < H c , whereas superheating appears when the superconducting 

state is preserved for H c < H (external magnetic field on the surface of the specimen) < H ^ (super

heated critical field). The corresponding phase diagram is shown in Fig.l. 
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Fig.l : Temperature dependence of Hjjj, H c, and 
HJJ. for a type I superconductor. 

Fig.2 : Superheating curve for a collection of tin 
granules produced by EXTRAMET, 
and siîved at 10 |im < 4> < 25 jim. dN/ 
dHg indicates the number of counts per 
unit interval in applied magnetic field 
when H 0 is raised from 0 to 500 G. 
A.rlmin ' s ^ s w c e P ' n magnetic field 
usually made in irradiations at 
Ho = Htest-

Defects and inhomogeneities act as nucleation centers of the ihermodynamicaUy subie phase. 

Twenty years ago, solid state physicists developed a considerable amount of work to obtain metasuble 
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states with small spherical samples [3]. Suspensions of microspheres into some dielectric material were 

thus used to determine K for several pure metals, through the formulae: 

H s h = 2 - l / " K - i / 2 H c { l a ) 

obtained [4, 5] within the framework of the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) approximation [6] for * « 1. 

Other approximations, such as the extreme anomalous limit (EAL) [7] have also been used. Samples 

other than spheres (e.g. wires [8, 9] or films [10]) can also reach the superheated state, but will not be 

discussed here. 

For a spherical sample in the presence of an applied field fi0 , the magnetic field on the surface is 

given by: H = 3/2 H 0 |sin«| {2} 

where 6 is the angle between HQ and the position vector r taken from the center of the sphere. In the 

case of a perfect sphere, the superconducting to normal or intermediate state phase transition would 

happen at H 0 = 2/3 H s|j. However, because of defects, inhomogeneities or anisotropics, and diamag-

netic interactions, each granule changes state at a different value of H 0 (Hs(, , the effective super

heated critical field). For a given isolated granule, Hĵ ™ has been shown [11, 12] to smoothly depend 

on its orientation with respect to H 0 . Real collections of granules give a superheating curve (Fig.2), 

where dN/dHj, is the number of flips observed per unit interval in H 0 . 

The idea of using superheated superconducting granules (SSG) [13] for particle detection [14] is 

due to the Orsay group [15]. In a very elegant experiment, performed twenty years ago, it was shown 

that 2 jtm diameter granules doped with radioactive gold were sensitive to the emitted (? rays. Evidence 

for irreversible superconducting to normal phase transitions under elementary particle interactions was 

thus reported for the first time. A series of tests with electron beams was made in Rennes [16] a few 

years later. X-ray imaging [17] or transition radiation detection [18] led to the first attempts to build 

prototypes of photon detectors. More recently, the growing interest in high sensitivity devices for As

trophysics and Particle Physics has triggered new developments on SSG and other cryogenic detectors. 

Solar neutrinos can possibly be detected with SSG devices, either through the nucleus recoil ener

gy [19] or, using indium granules [20], through Raghavan's reaction [21]. Magnetic monopoles are 

expected [22, 23] to destroy the superheated state independently of the size of the grains. Thus, a large 
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area detector may be feasible if large granules of good quality are available (good background rejection, 

better signal over noise ratio). Cold dark matter [24, 25, 26] and solar aidons [27] may be detectable 

with suitable materials such as Al or Ga, if sensitivity to energies below 1 keV is demonstrated. Final

ly, double /3 experiments [28] could be performed with cadmium or molybdenum. Molybdenum 

granules (if available, and if they can reach the superheated state) would be a most interesting material 

because of the high value of Q (3.03 MeVfor 1 0 0Mo). 

SSG devices (SSGD) provide a superconducting active target with a large mean density. Suitable 

materials are most type I superconductors (pure metals, such as'. Sn, In, Hg, Cd, Ga, Mo,...), usually 

embedded into paraffin or epoxy. Physical applications are closely related to the choice of the super

conductive material. The energy threshold depends on the granules size (in a global heating situation), 

the operating temperature and the gap in magnetic field. By choosing the appropriate material, and 

tuning these parameters, one expects to find solutions for specific detection purposes, when conven

tional devices fail. SSG detectors can be viewed as a 'metallic, preformed bubble chamber', where a 

metastable phase is disrupted by particles which, instead of forming gas bubbles, destroy the super

conductivity of some metal grains. Except for magnetic monopoles [22,23], the phase transition is due 

to a thermal deposit of energy that heats one or several granules. Since superheating happens in the 

presence of an applied magnetic field, the read-out technique is based on the disappearance of the 

Meissner effect, where current loops placed around the granules detect a local variation in magnetic 

flux. 

SSG detectors are still at the level of a feasibility study. Present experimental tests are at the mo

ment limited by the difficulty to produce very small granules (<t> < 5 /im) with the required size ho

mogeneity. But there are also obstacles related to the basic properties of the detector. One major 

drawback is the spreading of the superheating curve, i.e., the dispersion in the effective superheated 

critical field H ^ " . This implies a loss in efficiency for a required sensitivity. Another difficulty may 

be the existence of an avalanche effect [29, 30] that, in some cases, seems to prevent from operating the 

detector at temperatures far below T c (the critical temperature), where the fast decrease of supercon

ducting specific heats would provide higher sensitivity. Finally, the use of very small granules may lead 

to signals beyond the reach of present day electronics, especially if good time resolution is simultane

ously required. 
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Chapter 2 proposes a review of the basic properties of SSG. 

Experimental results on irradiation with a, 0 and y particles are presented in chapter 3. Results ob

tained with large granules (up to 400 fim diameter) irradiated with a particles, bring for the first time 

quantitative information on the mechanism of phase transition by a local deposit of energy. Irradia

tion of 200 /im < <p < 400 pm with 6 keV photons provides a dramatic confirmation of local beating 

mechanism. Irradiation of smaller granules (10 (im < <p < 25 jim) with y and /?" sources (including 

"Fe 6 keV y's) brings encouraging results as far as sensitivity is concerned. In all cases, flips have 

been observed, and for granules of equal sizes sensitivity appears to depend on normal state resistivity. 

Chapter 4 presents results and estimates on the behavior of the detector at very low temperature, in 

particular: a) The observed absence of avalanche effect for several samples of Sn granules at 

T > 450 mK; b) A detailed description of the avalanche effect explaining existing data; c) The heat 

capacity of small superconducting spheres in the presence of an applied magnetic field; d) Numerical 

estimates concerning some of the proposed experiments. 

Chapter 5 develops the new concept of localized thermal micro-avalanche, where latent heat is used to 

increase the amount of Dipping grains for a given deposit of energy. Electronic signal and energy reso

lution should thus be considerably improved. Using well suited dielectric materials, heat exchanges in 

the composite medium seem to be fast enough to allow for the use of micro-avalanche phenomena in 

experiments with = 10"7 sec time resolution. 

Present status of the feasibility study for several proposed experiments is reviewed in chapter 6, 

whereas chapter 7 presents a working program for the near future. 

The concepts and notations used throughout this contribution are the similar to those of references 

(14, 31], where other details can be found. 

2. REVIEW OF BASIC PROPERTIES. 

2.1 GL description of superheating. 

Superheating is a surface phenomenon, where an energy barrier protects the superconducting state 

on the surface of the specimen. For a sphere of radius R » f (coherence length), with K « 1 and H 

large enough, the GL approximation gives [4,32]: 
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F « - H2X/8*f(0) + V 2 Hc

2A/8mc [2/3 - f(0) + 1/3 f(0) ]] {3} 

F is the difference in free energy per unit surface between normal and superconducting state, X = K£ the 

London penetration length, f(0) the value of the real GL order parameter [6] on the surface of the 

specimen and H the value of the external field on each point of the surface. At fixed 8, one has: 

f = fi(z) where z is the depth from the surface towards the center of the sphere: 0 < f(0)< f(z) < 1, 

and f(z) -» 1 far inside (up to finite size corrections that we neglect in what follows). F is given by the 

integral of the free energy density over the z coordinate. As a function of f(0), expression {3} has: 

• An absolute mini »ium at f(0) = 0 (F -* —«) corresponding to the normal state. 

• A local maximum at f(0) = f m a x = I/,/2 ( 1 - x ) 1 / 2 

• A local minimum (the superheated state) at f(0) = f j , ^ = 1/^/2 (1 + x)*' 2 

where: x = (1 - H 2 / ^ 2 ) 1 / 2 (4a) 

H s h - 2 - I / 4 J C - l / 2 H c {4b} 

Then, the superheated state is protected by an energy barrier per unit surface [23,32]: 

AF = F ( f m a x ) - F ( f m i n ) » 4/3 V 2 ( l - ( l - x 2 ) l / 2 ) [(l + x ) ' / 2 - ( l - x ) ' / 2 ] H s h

2 X/g^ {5} 

At finite K, numerical calculations [33] give values of H ^ somewhat larger than those predicted 

by the low * expression. In particular, H^/Hç > 1 at K = 1/^/2 in agreement with experimental re

sults [34]. Solving numerically the GL equations at K = 0.16 [23, 32], corrects the approximation {5} 

by only 20%, if the actual value of H ^ at finite K is used. 

2.2 EAL estimates. 

The question of the stability of theoretical estimates for different approximations has to be addressed. 

Strictly speaking, the GL approximation holds only for X, £ » (a (the Pippard coherence length). 

For a type I superconductor, the condition X » £ Q is quite far from reality. A better approximation 

is the so called 'extreme anomalous' limit [Tl, that holds for X « { 0 « £. For « « 1, one gets: 

H 2 / H c

2 = i X/S* f(0) ( 1 - f(0)2) {6} 

where 6 is the effective penetration length. 

In the most naive description, [6,7]: t =* 3,/2 and 8 =* X e f f

O T f ( 0 ) ~ 2 ' 3 , where: 
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*e f f W F = ( V 3 to V / 2.6cV)l/3 {7} 

WF stands for 'weak field* and \ L *S th e value of A for pure material. An approximate model for the 

dependence of A, S and * on T and / (the mean free path of conduction electrons, that accounts for 

impurities and defects) is [6,7]: 

\ L = X 0 ( 1 - W - / 2 {8a} 

A = A L ( 1 + * o / 1 . 3 3 0 " 2 {8b} 

<f0 * 2 < r V 2 H c A | {8c} 

H c = HeWCl-t , . 1 ) {8d} 

tj = T/T c is the reduced temperature and <pa =* 2.06 x 10~ 7 Gauss.cm2. From {6} and {8}, we see 

that the value of Hgjj is obtained for f(0)2 = 5/11, and: 

H s h = H c * 0 - l / 3 ( i + ' 0 / i - 3 3 n ~ i / 4 ( l + t r

2 ) 5 / 1 2 U - t r

2 ) ~ I / 1 2 {9} 

The energy barrier AF can be computed [32] in a similar way to the GL approximation. For H close 

to H sh (x « 1), the result is: 

AF =* 0.66 x 3 Hsjj2 A e f f

W F /8* {10a} 

to be compared with the expression: 

AF = 0.95 x 3 H s h

2 A /8i7 {10b} 

obtained from {5}. 

2.3 Role of impurities. 

According to the Gorkov-Goodman relation [35], the dependence of K on impurities and defects can be 

expressed as: 

K = K(P = 0 ) ( 1 + { 0 / l . 3 3 O = K(p = 0) + 7.5 x 1 0 3 y _ 1 / 2 p {11} 

where p is the nonnal state resistivity in fl.cm, and y the linear electronic specific heat coefficient in 

erg.cm~ 3.K~ 2. Then, from {11}, expressions {4b} and {9} can be easily cast in terms of p. An im

mediate consequence of the above formulae is that superheating can exist for a rather high impurity 

level. For t => 2£ 0 , the ratio H^/H,. decreases by 14% according to {4b} and by 8% according to 

{9}. In both cases, large superheating is still present if the metal used is a good type I superconductor. 

Such a slow dependence of H^/H,. on the normal state resistivity has been checked experimentally by 
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H. Parr [34] for In-Bi alloys, and previously by C.Valette [15]. As we shall see later, normal state re

sistivity may be an important parameter for a realistic detector. 

2.4 Electronic signal. 

The read out system is made of current loops coupled to low noise pre-amplifiers. In the presence of 

3 0 one has: R = R 0 + 5 {12a} 

5 ( f ) = 1/2 R 3 /r 3 (ff 0 - 3(î? 0. r V ) r~) {12b} 

r is the position vector with respect to the center of the sphere. The signal in magnetic field produced 

by the superconducting to normal phase transition ( H 0 > H c ) is: 

*+ = "hoop surface D"(T*) . dS* {13a} 

For 2/3 H c < H 0 < H c , the phase transition occurs from superconducting to intermediate state and 

the signal in magnetic flux is given by: 

àpmt = (3h -2 )A* {13b} 

where h = H 0 / H c . The signal in voltage e — dtf>/dt is expected at small t (time) to follow the law 

[36,37]: d<f./dt~ p t - 1 ' ' 2 {14} 

and the total flipping time (extrapolated from cylinders [36] to spheres) is of the order: 

T ~ p - ' ^ R 2 3 / 2 H o ( 3 / 2 H 0 - H c ) - ' {15} 

Therefore, increasing p lowers the flipping time and improves the signal in voltage [23,32]. 

Various read out systems can be implemented depending on the nature of the experiment: from 

long hair-pin like loops forming a X-Y matrix and giving position information by time coincidence, to 

circular pad-iike coils. Different types of pre-amplifiers are also being developed ranging from room 

temperature low noise silicon pre-amplifiers to low temperature Ga-As devices, able to work even at 

detector temperature. SQUIDS [38] are also being used [39] with rather encouraging results. 

2.5 Working temperature 

Some materials like Sn (T c = 3.72 K) or In (T c = 3.4 K) can be cooled with He* but Ga 

(T c = 1.09 K), Cd (T c = 0.56 K) or Zn (T c = 0.875 K) require lower temperatures. In all cases, 

working at very low temperature (T « T c ) minimizes the heat capacity and improves the sensitivity of 

the detector. The specific heat of a superconductor is given by [40]: 
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c s = cP h + c 5

e l {16a} 

where the phonon term cP" varies as: 

c P h = a T 3 {16b} 

and the superconducting electron term c s " is often parameterized [42, 43,44] by: 

c s < s U b y T c K t p ( - i V 1 ) {16c} 

a, b and f are known experimentally for all relevant materials. 

The above mentioned dispersion in Hsf^ presented by existing collections of granules sets an 

intrinsic limit to SSGD performance [14, 41]. The thermodynamical superheated critical field is ex

pected to follow, at low tj, the law [45]: 

H s h ^ H ^ O H l - a t / ) {17} 

with 0.5 < a < 1, according to the approximations used. From both {4b} and {9}, one gets: a = 0.5, 

but the condition ( » £ 0 is not realistic at T « T c . The crucial point, however, is the vanishing of 

dHsh/dtj at t,. = 0. In what follows, we assume that, for a given material, the T dependence of H^™ 

is the same for all granules and is similar to {17} up to a T-independent demagnetizing coefficient. 

Let us consider a granule flipping at some H^^CT). If the applied field is smaller, 

H Q = H j h ^ T ) — AH, the granule would flip only if it is heated to axemperatureT + kT, where: 

H s h e f f ( T + A T ) = H ^ C n - A H 

Then, relation {17} gives: 

(tj + Atr)* - i / = a" 1 A H / H ^ O ) {18a} 

which, for tj « 1, simplifies to: 

V = V + At,. =* At, = la'' AH/IUjj^O)]>/ 2 {18b} 

In a global heating model, where we assume that the whole granule is thermalized before the phase 

transition starts, the amount of heat needed to flip the grain will be: 

AQ = f T T + AT C ( T ' ) d T < {19a} 

where C(T) is the heat capacity of the granule. Writing C = c s V , AQ becomes: 

4Q = V T C ^ c ^ V T c ) d t / {19b} 

From this analysis, and with the above hypothesis, we see the relevance of the parameter AH to 

estimate the sensitivity of each individual granule at a given value of H 0 . If V » tj., the value of AQ 
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will be dominated by the contribution from the region t / = t / to the integral in {19b}. In other 

words, the physically meaningful quantity is c^") rather than cs(tj.). Since «,' is bounded below by 

{18b} at fixed AH, the possibility of taking advantage of very low T specific heats is limited by the re

alistic values of AH/Hs),™(0). In a practical detector, AH cannot be arbitrarily small for all granules at 

the same time due to the width of the differential superheating curve. 

Performing a gaussian fit to dN/dH0, we can choose two values of H„, H m a x and H , ^ , sym

metric with respect to the mean value of the distribution, and such that Hf^ = H m e a n — a = 

^max — 2° , where H m e a n is the mean value of H 0 in the superheating curve and o the standard de

viation. We then require all granules flipping at H , ^ < H 0 < H m a x to be sensitive to the deposit 

of energy under consideration. Sitting at H 0 = H, ,^ , the highest threshold in magnetic field for such 

granules will be AHrj = ^nax ~ ^min • which corresponds to grains with Hjjj™ = H m a x . Then, 

AQ is obtained from {19b} replacing AH/H s n

e f f(0) by AHryHjMx. The value of A H D / H m a x tends to 

a constant for t,. -» 0, and provides an intrinsic parameter that characterizes the quality of a given col

lection of granules. The finite width (AHJJ = 2 CT= 15 to 20%) observed in all existing collections of 

granules is by now the strongest limitation to the performance of SSG. 

2.6 Heat propagation and exchanges in SSG devices. 

Three phenomena are involved: 

a) To a first approximation, heat propagation inside the granules is governed by the heat diffusion 

coefficient of the superconducting material. However, since some Cooper pairs are broken at the sur

face of the granule due to the presence of an applied magnetic field, heat propagation by normal elec

trons through the surface layer may become important at very low temperatures, especially at the 

equatorial region of the sphere (6 = ir/2), where pair breaking is maximum. 

b) Keat exchanges between the granules and the dielectric are governed by the Kapitza resistance [46]. 

In a simple description we can write: 

dQ/dt = A AT/pK {20} 

where dQ/dt is the amount of heat exchanged per unit time, AT the difference in temperature between 

the two media, p^ the Kapitza resistivity and A the surface concerned by heat exchange. Actually, 
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expression {20} is only valid for AT « T . Otherwise, the difference T, 3 - TV appears on the right 

hand side of the equation, T\ and T 2 being the temperatures of the two media. 

c) Heat propagation in the dielectric material is altered by the presence of granules, which provide a 

random distribution of discontinuities. At the early stage of the diffusion process, when heat propaga

tion is fast as compared to heat exchanges, the granules can be viewed as obstacles to heat propaga

tion. When heat propagation slowers down, the situation may be different and a precise numerical 

simulation is required for each particular case. For a porous dielectric plunged in liquid helium, super-

fluid helium penetration can play an important role. 

A detailed numerical study of heat propagation and exchanges in some precise scenarios is obvi

ously required. Although paraffin or epoxy are the commonly used dielectric in SSG prototypes, other 

materials can also be considered. We have recently prepared good quality suspensions of granules in 

varnish GE 7031, known [47] to have a remarkably good thermal conductivity at very low tempera

tures. As will be seen later, work along this direction may open the way to fundamental improvements. 

2.7 Industrial grain production. 

Laboratory techniques to produce granules exist since the early days [3], but a particle physics experi

ment would require: perfectly reproducible parameters, small sizes, good size homogeneity, good 

sphericity and surface quality, and the possibility of producing a reasonably large amount of grains 

(from a few Kg to several tons). It is obvious that such a development can only be made at the in

dustrial level. 

Fig.3a shows a sample of tin spheres obtained by modem fabrication techniques (EXTRAMET 

(48J, June 1987). Dispersion in size is apparent in the photograph. Surface defects, easily noticed on 

the largest granules, form a hexagonal honeycomb structure that may be related to the crystallographic 

properties. A granulometric study for the best present EXTRAMET production is shown in Fig.3b. 

200 to 400 (im diameter BILLITON [49] granules used in our irradiation tests are shown in Fig.4a. 

The surface structure of these grains appears in Fig.4b, where a regular lattice of defects is again seen. 

Progress made by granule producers [48,49] allows now to obtain collections of metastable 

spheres from 10 nm to 400 pm in diameter. Producing a large batch of small granules (# < 10 (im) is 
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2.2 3.5 5.5 8.8 14 22.1 35 55.6 

Diameter in microns 

Fig.3a: Tin granules produced by EXTRAMET Fig-3b: Granulometrio stuy of <f> < 40 |im tin 
in July 1987. The sample is = 125 iaa x granules produced by EXTRAMET in 
168 |im. January 1987. 

Fig.4a: Tin gtanules produced by BILLITON in Fig.4b: Detail of the surface of a BILLITON 
November 198S with an Sn,,Sb, alloy. granule. The sample is » 56 (im x 
The sample is - 0.88 mm x 1.05 mm. 68 fim. 
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less obvious, especially if good size homogeneity is required. This problem is being studied by 

EXTRAMET and other producers. 

3. IRRADIATION RESULTS WITH REAL TIME READ-OUT SYSTEM. 

The electronic read-out used in [IS, 10] was not in real time and granules could not be seen to flip in

dividually. A similar situation occurred in the Garching test [29, 30], where Cd grains of diameter 

5 |im < 4> < 25 /im were shown to be sensitive to low energy y-rays. Results on y irradiations using 

10 (im Sn granules read by RF SQUID have recently been reported [39]. We present here results [50, 

14, 31, 51 ] obtained with a, y and P~ sources, when Sn granules are read individually by conventional 

fast electronics. The conclusion of our a irradiation test with large granules have recently been con

firmed by the Mûnchen group [11] with a set up involving single grain irradiation. Results obtained in 

Paris with an electron beam are reported elsewhere [52]. 

Our irradiation tests were performed as fellows. The applied field H 0 was first increased to some 

value H t e s t . Then, a sweep A H m j n was performed creating a threshold AH > H m j n for all granules 

that remained superconducting. As explained above, this procedure sets a minimal threshold AT in 

temperature and, in a naive model, can be directly related to an energy tJireshold AQ. By changing the 

value of AHmij,, one can get information on the sensitivity of the irradiated granules. The threshold in 

magnetic field for each individual granule inside the collection is then: 

AH = H ^ - I W 

The experimental results will be described in terms of the minimum of AH/H = AH/(H t e s t + AH) i.e.: 

(AH/HJnûa = <4HnW<Htest + A Hmin)-

3.1 a irradiation 

Wr performed this test from February to July 1986 with the following collections of tin granules: 

(a,) EXTRAMET granules made in March 1985 with Billiton tin, p (measured at T - 4.2 K) 

= 6x 10~" (2cm. After sieving, a collection of grains with diameters 45 /im < d> < 63 fim was 

obtained and used for our a irradiations. 
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(a2) From the same set of granules, a collection with 125 pm < « < 200 jan was obtained by 

sieving and irradiated with a particles. 

(b) EXTRAMET granules, made in January 1986 with Prolabo tin in inert atmosphere (helium). 

The measured value of p at 4.2 K was p * 1.5 x 10"7 ficm. By sieving, a collection with 

250 (im < $ < 300 urn was extracted and used for a irradiations. 

(c) BILLITON granules, 200 jrni < •* < 400 nm, made in November 1985 with an alloy 

Sn ; 9Sb,, g (estimated) «10"* flcm. 

Small prototypes were prepared with filling factors of 5 to 20% in volume. The multi-turn reading 

coils were in the range of 3 mm to 1 cm diameter. Because of the high values of p o' he tin used, the 

flipping times were rather fast. Rise times in the range of 300ns to 1 MSCC were seen at the output of a 

142B ORTEC pre-amplifier. The prototypes were put in contact with an open " 'Am source 

(5.5 MeV a's, 4» activity = 5000 Bq) implanted on platinum. Some " 'Am atoms drifted into the 

detectors, that remained irradiated after the source v*as removed. 

Individual granule flip counts were accumulated during finite time intervals. A typical irradiation 

curve is shown in Fig.5, where N(t) is the integrated number of counts after a time t. The nearly ex

ponential decrease of dN/dt with time reflects the decrease of the number of remaining sensitive gran

ules. We obtained such • urves in all reported irradiation tests. A striking characteristics of a irradia

tions were the large values of ( i H / H ) ^ for which flips were still seen. We found in all cases 

(AH/H),,^,, > 0.2. The finite width of the superheating curve prevented us from neatly exploring larger 

values of àH, ,^ . Fig.6 shows as a function of (dH/H),,^ the number of flips after 10 minutes ob

served for collection (a,) at T » 3.28 K.. The main result of our a irradiations is that large granules 

turned out to be sensitive to deposits of energy much smaller than those predicted by the expression 

(19a) taking for C(T) the heat capacity of the whole granule (global heating model). 

3.2 140 keV y irradiation 

Our v irradiation tests started in October 1986, but the results reported here were obtained with a col

lection: 
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(d) EXTRAMET granules, produced in December 1986 and January 1987 with Metallum tin, p 

(estimated) » 10"T Rem. The new granules had smaller sizes than the previous collections 

(^ < 80 itm and # < 40 jim). After sieving, collections of granules with 

10 jim < <P < 2S nm were obtained and used for our y irradiation test. 

A medical source of "Tc (140 keV v's, activity ~ 200 /iC) was deposited on an absorbing texture, iso

lated and put inside the cryostat very close to a 2.5 mm diameter detector with a granule filling factor 

of about 15%. After 20 min of irradiation at T = 1.5 K, the integrated number of counts amounts to 

about 6% of the total number of granules read in the detector. Asymptotically (t-*°°), one can esti

mate the fraction of sensitive granules to about 8%. Flips were observed for (AH/H)m^n larger than 

2%. This is a rather good sensitivity as compared to other results on y irradiation. The 6 hours 

life-time of the source was used to check that flips were due to individual particles. Shown in Fig. 7a as 

a function of the source activity is dN/dt at the beginning of different irradiations at (AH)mj n = 0. 

Fig.7b shows the number of counts after 20 min. as a (unction of (AH/H),^. 
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3.3 j3 irradiation. 

&~ irradiation tests were performed with granules of collections (d) and: 

(e) EXTRAMET granules, produced in June 1987 with the standard BILLITON Sn^Sbi alloy. 

From a production of ai < 40pm, collections with 10pm < f < 25 pm were extracted by 

sieving. Several filling factors were implemented, from 5 to 30%. 

Two 0 " sources were used: 

• "CI emitting P~ rays of energy 0 < E < 714 keV (maximum probability at E = 252 keV). 

• 1 4 C emitting 0~ rays of 0 < E < 158 keV (maximum probability at E = 49keV). 

The sources (very low activity, in the 100 Bq range) were mixed directly with the detector. For 

"Cl, a detailed study was performed leading to new interesting results. With sample (d) flips were 
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observed [31] at (AH/H),^ < 1%- Sample (e) appears to exhibit a much better sensitivity, with flips 

at (AH/Hinjjjj < 4% and about 15% sensitive granules. Since samples (d) and (e) contain granules of 

the same sizes, produced in similar conditions, a tempting interpretation of such a result would be that 

sensitivity depends strongly on the purity rf the material used. Such a strong dependence of sensitivity 

on normal state resistivity, if corifirmed by other tests, would provide a direct evidence for local heat

ing. 

3.4 Tests with very low energy sources 

Several low energy sources where used: "Fe (6 keV r's); 3 H (jS~, 0 < E < 18 keV, peaked at 

E = 5 keV); "Zn (r, E = 8 ,9 keV). Granules of samples (d) and (e) were irradiated at several filling 

factors (S to 30%). Again sample (e) seems to exhibit better sensitivity than sample (d). 

140 
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Fig.8a: Integrated number of counts observed Fig.8b: Integrated number of counts observed 
after 1 hour for sample (d) irradiated after 20 min. for sample (e) irradiated 
with "Fe 6 keV y's at T = 1.5 K, in with "Fe 6 keV / s at T * 1.5 K, in 
tmsofCAH/H),^. terms of (AH/H),,,;,,. 

Fig.8 shows "Fe (about 1 pC) irradiation results for both samples in terms of (AH/H),,^. About 

5% of granules in sample (e) turn out to be sensitive to 6 keV r's. For sample (e), in a global heating 
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model, we should have AQ » 25 keV for 10 tan grains and AQ » 400 keV for £ = 25 |im. Again, 

sensitivity seems to depend on normal state resistivity and local heating may be at work. 

3.5 Local heating mechanism and normal state resistivity 

In a global heating model, the particle must deposit enough energy to raise the temperature of the 

whole sphere in order to induce a flipping process. Assuming uniform distribution of hsat inside the 

granule, grains of sample a,) were expected to be sensitive to individual 5.5 Mev a particles for 

AH/H < 0.016 at T = 1.5 K. For larger values of AH/H, a sharp cutoff would be the normal behav

ior if global heating were the relevant mechanism. At T = 3.4 K, the amount of heat AQ required for 

a 50 |im grain flip with AH/H = 20% would be an order of magnitude larger than the energy of the a 

particles. At T = 1.5 K, AQ = 130 MeV. 

The main result of our tests with a particles is therefore that they rule out the global heating 

model and provide evidence for a local heating mechanism. Nucleation of the normal state on the sur

face of the grain seems to happen irreversibly before heat spreads to the whole granule. This is specific 

of the metastable character of the superheated state, where a nucleation center of the normal state on 

the surface of the sample is enough to induce the transition of the whole specimen. 

A complete model of local heating has never been elaborated, but it mainly implies a precise bal

ance between two time scales. One, the time required to create a permanent nucleation center at the 

surface. We call this time scale the "nucleation time' TJJ. The second one is the time required for the 

heat wave to spread over a distance larger than the critical size of a nucleation center of the normal 

state. The distance r(r^) reached by heat in a time TJJ depends on the heat diffusion coefficient 

D = K/c (K = thermal conductivity, c = specific heat). The main difficulty lies in estimating accu

rately TJ^, in terms of H, p and the amount of energy AE deposited near the surface of the grain. 

The penetration of the magnetic field into superconducting samples at H c > H c has been care

fully studied for cylinders [36, 371, and some of these results have been extrapolated to spheres [17] 

without further justification. We do not believe such an extrapolation to be entirely correct, since su

perheated spheres can go to the intermediate state, which is not the case for cylinders when the applied 

field H 0 is parallel to the axis. But, locally, this description [36] and [37] is likely to give the correct 
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order of magnitude for a small penetration around a nucleation center on the surface of the sphere. In 

the simplest model [36], the tune evolution equation for penetration of a parallel magnetic field into a 

superconducting cylinder of radius R at H 0 > H,. is: 

t (d N ) =« „ - ' * [R 2 - ( R - d N ) 2 ( l + 2 In R / ( R - d N ) ) ] H0I(H0-H^) 

where dj»j is the distance to which the magnetic field has penetrated. Then, an ansatz for TĴ J, to get the 

right order of magnitude, could be to take dfj ~ f and write: 

T N ~ 2 ? - l " f 2 H / ( H - Hj.) 

where H is the value of the field near the point of the surface where the deposit of energy took place. 

For tin (4 = 2300 A) and H = 2 H c , one gets: T N ~ 6 x 1 0 ' 9 sec if p ~ 10"' fi.cm and 

T ~ 6 x 10~ 1 2 sec if p ~ 1 0 - 6 Q.cm. In the last case, we reach the characteristic time scale of Cooper 

pairs. 

Changing p also modifies the value of D, mainly through the electron contribution to the thermal 

conductivity K. For tin alloys, data at superconducting temperatures [S3] show a linear T dependence 

consistent with the Wiedemann-Franz law, whereas the ratio K(superconducting)/K(normal) remains 

reasonably close to 1 in the whole range 0.4 < T/T c < I. In what follows, we neglect microscopic 

phenomena and use the heat diffusion equation : 

3AT/3t = D A' (AT) 

where, in the second term, A' means laplacian'. A rough estimate of the possibility of local heating 

phenomena can be given considering the case of an a particle releasing its energy on the surface of the 

grain, and approximating the distribution in r of AT by an isothermal half sphere of radius r(t). For 

r(t) we take the maximum of the distribution exp(- r^Dt ) that appears when considering the three 

dimensional isotropic diffusion equation. One then gets: r(t) =* 2^/tD. The temperature at the center 

of the sphere varies as t ~ ' " , as usually in three dimensional diffusion phenomena. To further simplify 

the calculation, we ignore effects due to the granule-dielectric interface and assume that the above for

mulae apply to a half sphere of radius r(r N ) . From data on thermal conductivity [S3] and specific heat 

[42, 43], we can make a rough estimate of the energy required to heat a half sphere of radius rO^j) 

centered on a point of the surface of the grain and produce nucleation, for AH/H > 0.2, at T » 1.5 K. 

With the value p » 6 x 10"* flcm, one gets: 
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r ( T N ) ~ 11 fim and AQ ~ 3 MeV 

which is compatible with our experimental results. 

We have performed an additional irradiation test to check the local heating mechanism, with 

sample (c). Due to the high residual nonnal state resistivity of such grains, local heating at the » 1pm 

scale may be expected. The granules were irradiated with 5 5 Fe y's (E =* 6 keV). Remarkably enough, 

flips were observed for ( A H / H ) , ^ < 0.01. In a global heating model, for 4> = 200 pm, this would 

correspond to an energy threshold of about 120 MeV, i.e. four orders of magnitude larger than the en-

c 
Fig.9: Counts after 1 hour for sample c) irradi- g 

ated with 6 keV y's versus (AH/H),,^. — 10 

5 5 Fe ï ' s 
E s ô k e V 

T = 1.5K 

Sriçç Sb; 

200Mm<*<400^m 

J I I L_ 
0 0.005 

(AH/HL, 

0.01 

ergy of "Fe photons. Such data lead to r(Tpj) < 5 pm. Fig. 9 shows the variation of the number of 

flips seen after 1 hour, as a function of (AH/H),^. In reasonable agreement with this result, data 

from sample (e) irradiated with 6 keV y's give rCi-ĵ ) < 3 iim. The dynamics of local heating is cer

tainly a crucial item and deserves further study. 

4. VERY LOW TEMPERATURE STUDIES 

4.1 The avalanche effect 
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Equilibrium superconducting to normal state phase transition is endothermic, but in the case of super

heating a positive latent heat is released at low tr. The released latent heat per unit volume q' is given 

by [50,9] : 

ql =•- H c

2 (8*)- 1 (3/2 h 2 - 1 - 4 t r

2 / ( l - t r

2 ) ) {21a) 

for H 0 > H c (transition from superconducting to normal state), and : 

q' = H,.2 (for)-1 [2 + 9/2h2 - 6h - (12h-8)^ / (1 -^ ) ] Wh) 

for 2/3 H c < H 0 < H c (transition from superconducting to intermediate state). At H 0 = H c, one 

gets: q ; > 0 for t,. < 1/3 

For d granules (where superheating is rather high), the Garching group [29] observed an "ava

lanche effect" at T < 350 mK. The heat released by the flip of a single granule spreads to the sur

rounding granules and produces new flips, which in turn release more heat so that the whole detector 

collapses. We performed tests at T > 450 mK with several samples of Sn granules with about 10% 

dilution coefficient in volume, and using a He' cryostat where the sample was directly in contact with 

helium. No avalanche effect was seen and the detector could be normally operated in the whole range 

of T accessible to our cryogenics (between 450 mK and 1 K). 

In order to understand the difference between both experiments, we study here more closely the 

condition for an avalanche to occur. In what follows we assume unifonn heat propagation inside the 

detector, where only the granules and the dielectric material are present (detector in vacuum). The 

situation may be more complex in the presence of superfluid helium, which is a good thermalizer. 

Assume that, at some fixed T and H 0 , an avalanche propagates carrying a uniform increase in 

temperature AT and flipping granules at AH < AH(AT). We then write a consistency condition re

quiring that the heat released by granule flips is enough to produce the above AT: 

q> c d e t - ' A* « AT {22} 

where ^ is the filling factor in volume and Â> the filling factor for the traction of granules flipping at 

AH < AH(AT). C^J! is the average heat capacity per unit volume of the detector. On the other hand, 

AH(AT) is related to AT through the expression: 

H^fr+ATVHjhfD = Ho/fHo + AH) (23) 

In the limit AH, AT « 1, one gets from the last two equations: 
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S * - q' c d e t - ' T c - 1 H 0 df/dH0 Hsh"' dH^/dt, = 1 {24} 

and the avalanche effect is expected to happen for S > 1. If S < 1, the flip of a granule can still gen

erate other flips but the chain will stop before reaching macroscopic size. From {24} we can compute, 

for a given detector, the temperatures and values of HQ at which the avalanche effect can be expected 

to occur, q' can be written [31, 14] as: 

q ' = ql

t Hc

2/8,r {25} 

where q ' r is a function of h = Hg/H,. and t,.. Assuming c j e t =* A T 3, and taking [14]: 
Hsh<tr> " Hsh(0) (1 + t r

2 ) 5 ' 1 2 (1 - t r

2 )H/12 { 2 6 } 

derived from approximations based on the extreme anomalous limit, equation {24} becomes: 

S - A" 1 q ' r V 2 (I + 8/3 V ) d -tr 2 )(l + t r

2 ) " 1 H 0 d«dH Q Hc(0)*/8uTc* {27} 

Making the rough assumption that the dielectric donvjiates the heat capacity of the detector, we can 

take A to be independent of >P, and of the superconducting material used. Then, at fixed t,. and h, the 

dependence on the superconducting material appears through the factor f = Hc(0)2/8?rTc

4. For Sn, 

one has: f = 19.3 erg cm" 3 K" \ In the same units, one gets: f = 25.6 for In, 73.3 for Ga and 364.1 

for Cd. Such figures clearly show that the avalanche effect should occur much more easily for Cd than 

for Sn. Also, since superheating is lower for Sn than for Cd, q ' r is smaller enhancing therefore the 

difference in behavior of the two materials. We have attempted a rough numerical estimate for Cd, Sn, 

In and Ga, setting: A » 4 x 10" s joule cm" 3 K -*, <(• = 10% for Sn, In and Ga, and 4% for Cd., and 

taking the top of the superheating curve at: H 0 = H c in the case of tin, H 0 = 1.6H,. for cadmium 

and gallium, H 0 = 1.12 H c for In. The value of H 0 chosen for gallium must be considered as an up

per limit to the quality of superheating expected for this material. The superheating curve has been 

approximated by a gaussian distribution of width 2a = 0.16 for Cd, In and Ga, and 2a = 0.2 for Sn. 

Numerical results for several temperatures are shown in Fig. 10, where S is presented as a function of h. 

The temperatures chosen for Cd correspond of superheating curves reported by the Garching group 

[29], where avalanches were observed. Our numerical results clearly explain the presence of avalanche 

phenomena. For tin, T and the superheating curve have been chosen to reproduce the conditions of 

our test, where no avalanche was found. Again, our estimate agrees with experiment but the avalanche 

effect may appear at slightly lower temperatures. For In, at 10% filling factor in volume, we expect 
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avalanches to occur at T < 600 mK and even at higher T if a larger ^ is taken. This point should be 

seriously studied, since it may bring severe constraints on the design of a solar neutrino In detector. 

Also, Ga dark matter detectors will have to face similar phenomena, even at low rilling factors. How

ever, from {11}, superheating for Ca. and Ga can be lowered adding impurities to the superconductive 

material. 

4.2 Heat capacity of a small granule in the presence of a magnetic field 

The naive expression C = V c s is only valid for a superconducting sample at H 0 = 0. Otherwise, the 

perturbation of the order parameter, f(0) < 1 near the surface, brings an extra contribution where the 

normal electron specific heat (that c'ecreases only linearly with T) plays a significant role. We expect 

such a term to be important at tj « 1 for small spheres (radius R « (). The details of the calculation 

were first presented in [41] and are further developed in [31]. The heat capacity writes then: 

C = V c s + Sc' (28} 

where S is the grain surface and a simple expression for c' can be obtained in the GL approximation 

with x « 1, R » {, H 0 = 2/3 H^ and assuming {8}: 

S c- a 0.07 T c " ' Hc

2 fQ tj R2 {29} 

4.3 Numerical estimates 

Assuming global heating, we have performed numerical estimates mainly for two cases: a) Solar neu

trino detection with In granules; b) Galactic photino detection with Ga granules. 

Results are given in terms of (AH/H)rj = 2o. Setting H 0 = Haim- w e rc1u're granules with 

H,}, 5" = Hmax to be sensitive to the deposit of energy under consideration and estimate the manmai 

allowed size of granules. For the In detector, granules should be sensitive to energy deposits close to 

rninimum ionization. We thus optimize energy resolution for electrons in the range E < 1 MeV. 

Granules of diameter 2jun < « < 4*im turn out to be necessary for 0.5 < a < 1 if 

(AH/H>0 • AHryHjnjx = 0.05, which is far the time being far from the range of any existing SSG 

sample. If a larger gap in H$f^ is allowed, let us say, (AH/H)rj = 0.1, the required diameters would 

be in the range 1 pm < # < 2 pm. The operating temperature should in both cases be T « 200 mK, 
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but then it is not obvious that the avalanche effect can be avoided at high filling factors. Working at 

much higher T would, in a conventional scenario, degrade sensitivity and require smaller granules. 

The surface term {29} turns jut not to contribute significantly to the heat capacity of In granules. 

In the case of gallium, the situation is different and the surface term starts to become important if 

one works at T = 100 mK. With (AH/H)rj = 0.05, about 3 /un diameter granules would be sensitive 

to 50 eV (approximate deposit of energy from light galactic photinos), whereas 10 pm granules would 

detect 1 keV energy deposits (heavy photinos, solar axions). The coherence length of gallium has been 

taken to be equal to 1 inn in the present estimates, which can be considered as an upper limit. Lower 

values of i would lead to less important surface terms and bring better sensitivity. 

Finally, we recall that the performance of Cd SSG detectors was estimated in Seidel's Thesis [293. 

5. AMPLIFICATION BY THERMAL MICRO-AVALANCHE. 

Our previous study of the avalanche effect opens the way to an exciting line of research: at 0 < S < 1, 

latent heat is released by the superconducting to normal phase transition, so that other granules can 

flip as heat propagates in the composite medium. Still, macroscopic avalanche is not reached and the 

perturbation remains localized. All existing estimates of the performance of SSG devices as panicle 

detectors rely on the assumption that SSG response consists only in the phase transitjn of one or 

several granules crossed by the particle. The existence of the avalanche effect provides an obvious ex

perimental counter-example to this commonly admitted scenario. We propose, here, to further study 

the details of heat exchanges in the composite medium, and how latent heat can improve the perform

ance of the detector in four crucial points: 

a) As previously explained, the electronic signal over noise ratio is often too weak. In a 4 ton indium 

solar neutrino experiment with a realistic number of electronic channels, it would be extremely difficult 

to see the signal produced by a 116 keV y ray if the conventional scenario for SSG response applies. 

Localized thermal avalanches offer the possibility to producs extra grain flips, and as will be seen later 

may lead to a large increase of the electronic signal. 
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b) Granules size homogeneity is an usual requirement to have a reasonably reproduuble SSG response 

to low energy particles. Otherwise, the produced signal may strongly depend on where most of the en

ergy was deposited. Localized micro-avalanches spread heat to a sligh'ly larger region of the detector 

and, under some precise conditions, we expect the dispersion in granules size to play a much less im

portant role. 

c) A major drawback of SSG experiments based on the nucleus recoil energy lies in the fact that only 

one granule is hit by the incident particle. In such case, SSG devices provide only a rough threshold, 

with no energy resolution. Again, the situation is drastically changed in the pre. ;nce of thermal mi

cro-avalanches, and we claim that good energy resolution can in principle be reached. 

d) It is usually assumed that energy deposited in the dielectric material does not play a significant role 

in the response of SSG devices. This is obviously wrong in the new scenario, where heat exchanges are 

taken into account. A fundamental improvement is then the possibility of incorporating target materi

als that are not type I superconductors (e.g., hydrogen target for dark matter searches). 

The basic phenomenon, for a point-like energy deposit AE and 4H m ^ 1 =0, can be sketched as follows. 

Let us assume that heat propagates as an isothermal hot sphere in the detector centered around the 

point where the collision took place. After a time t, the sphere of radius »)(t) will be heated by: 

AT = (AE + V f ^ ) / (4/3 » „ 3 c d e t ) 

where the volume VJJJ_ of granules having changed s'ate obeys the equation: 

d vflip = 4 " 1Z A (̂AT) di, 

If AT«T, we can write from {24} 

A*/AT = « C d e t / q' 

Therefore: dVjjjp = 4 «r v2 di? S Cfat AT /qe 

and: q' dV f f i p / ( AE + V m p q' ) = 38 d, u" 1 {30} 

Assuming that the granule hit by the particle changes state, {30} can be integrated to: 

In [(AE + Vfljp q' )/(AE + VQq')] « 3ff In nha {31} 

when'. R 0 is the mean granule size and V 0 - 4/3 w R 0

3 . Then: 

VfBpW * to/io)3* - 1] AE/q? + V„(„/, 0 9s {32} 

and, as 17 oc t _ '/^ , one gets the signal in voltage: 

d*/dt «: XXI2~ l (AE/q' + V 0) {33) 
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The total amount of sensitive granules at A H , ^ = 0 diverges as t |* t but in a realistic set-up a 

finite small vJue of AH,,^ is always created. Then, the signal in voltage will be cut at TJ = T ^ A H , ^ ) , 

defined as the value of j) for which AT is too low to overcome the magnetic field threshold A H , ^ . If 

AE » 4/3 ir R 0

3 q' , the last term in {32} can be neglected. The signal is then independent of the 

response of the first granule and proportional to the deposited energy. The best choice for granules 

size may then be $ « 1/im. Working temperature would not be very low. For H 0 = H c , q; = 0 at 

T = 1/3 T c . An indium detector with $ = 30% could operate at T =* 1 K. The choice of lower 

cutoffs in {31} and {32} is only indicative and should not be taken literally. Further work on that 

point is obviously required. 

A rough numerical estimate can be made for In granules as follows. Using varnish GE 7031 as the 

dielectric, existing data at T = 1 K [47] give: D(dielectric) « 10 cm2 s"', whereas the Kapitza resistiv

ity is of the order: p K « 10 - 3 K* m2 W" 1 . From {20}, taking « = 1 nm and AT « 1, heat transfer 

between granules and the dielectric should happen in a time TJJ =10"* sec. At the beginning of the 

interaction, when AT is large, we expect exchanges to be faster. In 200 nsec, i.e., the time resolution 

required for the In solar neutrino experiment, heat has spread over a radius ij = 30 pm in the compos

ite medium. With dilution coefficient ^ = 30%, q' « 0.3 keV (un"3, s = 1/3 and ij/lo s 20- t n e 

yield in flipping volume would be of the order: Vjjjp» 40 AE fim3 keV~ ' for low energy electrons and 

photons. A110 keV y would then produce a signal in magnetic flux equivalent to a 20 /im diameter 

granule (with an efficiency close to 100%), which can be easily read with existing low noise fast ampli

fiers. Estimates for dark matter experiments based on Cd or Ga nucleus recoil also provide rather en

couraging figures, but we differ their presentation to a more detailed study. 

6. PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS: A CRITICAL REVIEW 

None of the proposed experiments with SSG seems to us immediately feasible within the present status 

of the art, but recent work on the basic properties of SSG devices should open the way to fundamental 

improvements in the near future. Except for monopole detection, which would involve large granules, 

the feasibility of SSG detectors depends on two basic questions: 
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a) Can very small granules (£ < 2 pm) be produced in large quantity through a perfectly reproducible 

procedure? Progress made in the late years by industry is encouraging, but by now no definite answer 

exists. 

b) Will amplification by thermal micro-avalanche provide the expected sensitivity and energy resolu

tion? This is an open field of research. 

Solar neutrino detection through coherent scattering [ 19] is based on the recoil energy of the scat

tered nucleus. Cross sections are large, but recoil energies are small (1 eV or less for pp solar neutrinos 

using Ga or Zn granules, about 5 eV for 7Be neutrinos). No feasibility result exists for such an exper

iment, which appears to be the most difficult one. However, it is not excluded that with very small 

granules (^ < 1 pm) and using micro-avalanches, a detectable signal would eventually be produced. 

The alternative way to detect solar neutrinos [20] uses Raghavan's reaction [21]: 

v (E > 128 keV)+ l l s I n » l l s S n " + P" (E = E „ - 128 keV) 

where the excited tin level decays into 2 T'S (E =S 497 keV and E « 116 keV) with a lifetime of about 

3.2 us. The main problem here is the low event rate (a solar neutrino event per day for 4 tons of In) 

and the severe background due to In natural radioactivity. With very good quality granules, 

(AHrj/H m a x = 0.05, i.e. 3 to 4 times better than existing samples), grain size in the range 

2 lira < <t> < 4 jim would be needed to reach full sensitivity to « 1 MeV electrons, in the conven

tional scenario. Recent developments on SSG real time read out (LAPP Annecy, College de France, 

ENS Paris, 1NFN Torino, MPI Munchen, UBC Vancouver,...) seem to provide well suited amplifiers 

for the signals expected with the micro-avalanche effect. Work with « lcc prototypes, or even smaller 

ones, is still necessary before a more ambitious program can be undertaken. A reasonable step for the 

near future would be, in our opinion, to produce granules of * < S tttn, to optimize electronics for 

such granules and to test the micro-avalanche scenario with varnish GE 7031 or Epibond resin. If the 

basic principle works, it would then be possible to build a « 1cm' detector where the interactions of 

low energy electrons and photons could be studied in some detail. 

Cold dark matter detection [24,25,26] is again based on the nucleus recoil energy, but now recoil 

energies are much higher (typically in the 50 eV to 1 keV range depending on the particle mass). Ac

cording to our estimates [41,50], Ga granules of 3 fim diameter at T = 100 mK, with 
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AHp/Hjnax = 0.05, would be required to detect 50 eV deposit of energy, whereas 10 j»m granules 

would be sensitive to 1 keV. A similar calculation applies o solar axion detection, where it is claimed 

[27] that axion conversion in atoms allows for a reasonable rate of events using comparatively small 

detectors. In both cases, the main problem seems to be the severe background from radioactive ele

ments below 1 keV. The crucial problem of energy resolution should be solved by thermal mi

cro-avalanches, and therefore the program for a feasibility study would be quite close to that proposed 

for In solar neutrino detection. The possibility of using the dielectric as a dark matter target looks ex

citing for light galactic photinos, which do not exhibit coherent scattering and may transfer a high re

coil energy to a hydrogen nucleus. 

Double P experiments [28] proposed with superconducting materials such as Cd (Q = 2.8 MeV) 

or Mo (Q = 3 MeV) have to face both the energy resolution problem and radioactive background. 

But space and time resolution can play a significant role in reducing the background. It remains also to 

be proven that small Mo granules can actually be produced. 

Finally, we proposed to detect magnetic monopoles [22,23] some time ago. The case for feasibility 

of such an experiment has been improved by our result on the metastability of very large granules at 

high values of p, and therefore with short flipping times [23,32], Here, the destruction of the super

heated state is not due to a thermal phenomenon, but to the flux tube injected by the monopole going 

through the granules. As this flux tube is created for any value of 0 ifi = v/c, v = speed of the mon

opole), slow monopoles can as well be detected. This is a real-time, track detector for monopoles of all 

velocities working with conventional electronics. Improving the surface quality of large granules and 

making a conclusive check of the detection principle itself seem to be the necessary steps before pro

posing a large scale detector. 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have discussed several important aspects of SSG detectors: phase transition mechanism, very low T 

behavior and heat exchanges in the detector. The idea of.amplif nation by thermal micro-avalanche 

has been developed from a detailed study of the low temperature properties of SSGD. 
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Irradiation results are encouraging in the sense that sensitivity is always at least as good as that 

predicted by the global heating model. For the granules used, local heating phenomena seem to be at 

work and sensitivity is improved- It is then possible to use global heating calculations as a lower bound 

to the expected sensitivity in Particle Physics experiments. Even so, the conventional scenario (where 

heat exchanges are neglected) leads to rather pessimistic estimates for the feasibility of most proposed 

experiments. Only magnetic monopole detection with very large granules, as proposed by us four years 

ago, would have a chance of leading to a positive feasibility result. But, as stressed previously, such a 

scenario rests on no experimental basis at T < IK , where latent heat can be positive. 

A R&D program should be based on low temperature studies (T =* IK for indium) and a serious 

attempt to implement amplification by thermal micro-avalanche: 

a) Experimental check of the proposed description of avalanche phenomena, in terms of the granule 

filling factor, operating magnetic field and temperature, and materials used. 

b) Industrial developments for the production of very small granules are likely to be performed in sev

eral steps, the first one concerning production of $ < 10 jim grains. At that stage, some mi

cro-avalanche studies can already be performed, based on local heating and with i E ~ 1 MeV . 

c) Development of good quality production of £ < 5 pm granules and check of the micro-avalanche 

principle itself: thermal contact between dielectric and granules, heat propagation in the composite 

medium, existence of localized micro-avalanches in a realistic set-up. 

d) Study of the energy re iution in a 1 cc. three-dimensional multichannel set-up. If, according to 

our expectations, signals turn out to be large enough, the event position can be determined by com

paring the signals produced in different loops and looldng at correlations between the rise-time and the 

signal amplitude (the upper cutoff in t will appear later for larger values of AE). Some information on 

energy resolution would then come out from irradiation experiments. We do not expect energy resolu

tion with 5 iaa granules to be good enough, but its study should lead to the development of rather ac

curate models, that could be extrapolated to * < 1 jun or • < 2 pm . 

Results obtained from <p < 5 pm irradiations would then open the way to a reappraisal of SSG poten

tialities as a particle detector, and allow to decide on the opportunity of a more expensive and ambi

tious research program, based on * < 1 inn or $ < 2pm grains. 
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